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Introduction 
 
Prize competitions and free draws have long formed part of the armoury of those 
seeking to sell, or those assisting them to sell, their products or services. In the age 
of instant gratification, the rapid development and growth of digital marketing has led 
to an ever-increasing number of prize promotions including instant-win competitions. 
  
Those involved in the advertising & marketing industries will be aware that, even 
before introduction of the extended remit of the Advertising Standards Authority to 
deliver more comprehensive consumer protection online (with effect from 1 March 
2011), the ASA already regulated sales promotions wherever they appeared. The 
CAP Code defines “sales promotions” as follows: 

“A sales promotion can provide an incentive for the consumer to buy by using 
a range of added direct or indirect benefits, usually on a temporary basis, to 
make the product more attractive. A non-exhaustive list of sales promotions 
includes: “two for the price of one” offers, money-off offers, text-to-wins, 
instant-wins, competitions and prize draws. The rules do not apply to routine, 
non-promotional, distribution of products or product extensions, for example 
one-off editorial supplements (in printed or electronic form) to newspapers or 
magazines.” 

 
However, whilst compliance with the CAP Code – and data protection, unfair trading 
and other consumer protection laws – may well be at the forefront of most people’s 
minds when planning such promotions, it may be that lesser attention is sometimes 
paid to the very stringent rules and requirements that apply to prize draws and 
competitions under the Gambling Act 2005. That is notwithstanding the 
recommendation in the Code that promoters should take legal advice before 
embarking on prize promotions to ensure that the mechanisms involved do not make 
them unlawful lotteries. However, that is not the only concern, as a danger exists that 
carelessly formulated promotions could constitute gaming or betting, both recognised 
as harder forms of gambling, which will also be illegal if made available without the 
requisite licence in place. 
  
Some may wrongly assume that there is little to worry about since the 2005 Act 
provides that participating in a competition in which there is a prize for the winner is 
not to be regarded as gambling, as long as the activities involved in the competition 
do not amount to betting, gaming or participating in a lottery (as those phrases are 
defined in the Act). 
  
However, great care needs to be exercised by anyone seeking to organise a prize 
competition or a free draw in order to ensure that what is actually provided does not 
fall within classification as a form of gambling that requires a licence from the 
Gambling Commission before it can be offered lawfully to the public at large. A 
criminal offence is committed by anyone who provides illegal facilities for gambling or 
who promotes an unlawful lottery. The Commission has made it clear that it monitors 
the boundary between competitions and draws on the one hand and lotteries on the 
other and will not be slow to flex its regulatory muscles in high-profile cases. 
  
It is worthy of note that, in addition to incurring: 
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• bad publicity, 
• recall & reprinting costs, 
• reputation & brand damage and 
• loss of consumer confidence, 

those who advertise unlawful gambling may find their own necks well and truly on the 
block from a criminal law perspective. The maximum penalty that can be imposed on 
a person found guilty of such an offence is imprisonment for up to 51 weeks in 
England & Wales (6 months in Scotland) and/or a fine not exceeding £5,000. This 
article is concerned solely with England, Wales and Scotland. A different regulatory 
regime applies in Northern Ireland. 
  
A very broad definition of “advertising” is given in the 2005 Act, covering: 

• anything that is done to encourage people to take advantage of facilities for 
gambling, 

• bringing information about gambling facilities to people’s attention with a view 
to increasing the use of those facilities, 

• participating or facilitating either of the above activities and 
• entering into arrangements such as sponsorship or brand-sharing 

agreements. 
  
It follows therefore that the net can potentially be thrown very wide to catch a range 
of people and organisations involved in the organising and advertising of what may 
be unlawful gambling. What’s more, the 2005 Act specifically provides that where a 
person commits an offence by causing such an advertisement to be displayed or 
made accessible, it will be treated as a continuing offence, which means that an 
offence will be committed on each day during the period of time within which the 
advertisement appears. 
  
Dependent on the applicable circumstances, potential defences may be available if it 
can be shown that the person charged with an offence of doing anything to 
encourage people to gamble, or bringing facilities for gambling or information about 
them to the attention of others with a view to increasing their use, can show that they 
reasonably believed the gambling to be lawful. Those charged with participating in or 
facilitating either of the above activities will only have committed an offence if they 
know or ought to have known the gambling to be unlawful. The merit of such 
defences may fall to be considered in light of the express recommendation in the 
CAP Code that legal advice should be obtained before prize promotions are 
launched to ensure that they do not constitute unlawful gambling. 
  
Exemptions may apply to those involved in advertising (as defined above) who do no 
more than deliver, transmit, broadcast or make data available in the course of a 
business, without having any editorial control over the nature or content of the 
material. 
  
The severity of the above sanctions and the complexity of the law in this particular 
area points to the very real need to obtain specialist gambling law advice since, with 
respect to those who regularly provide broad commercial legal advice, the relevant 
provisions of the 2005 Act (coupled with case-law under the old gambling legislation 
which may remain relevant) constitute a veritable minefield into which the unwary 
may not wish to tread. 
  
For the reasons we will set out below, it should be borne in mind that simply running: 

• a free prize draw with no requirement to pay to enter or 
• a prize competition in which it is thought that the requirement to exercise 
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some degree of skill removes the element of chance 
is unlikely of itself to provide a cast-iron guarantee that the prize promotion will not be 
regarded as unlawful gambling. 
  
What constitutes a free entry? 
  
If the sole means of entry into a prize draw promotion is by way of post or a 
telephone call or by some other method of communication, as long as it is “at a 
normal rate”, entry will be regarded as being “free”. “Normal rate” is defined as “a 
rate which does not reflect the opportunity to enter a lottery”. Ordinary first or second 
class post is regarded as being at a normal rate, as too are ordinary telephone calls, 
ie those not charged at a premium rate, although questions can arise when mobile 
phone calls are charged at a variety of different rates. 
  
As a general rule – although specialist professional advice should always be sought 
on the specific facts of each individual case – it is unlikely that free entry will have 
been provided where, for example: 

• special arrangements for postal delivery apply which cost more than an 
ordinary first or second class letter, 

• the cost charged for entry by means of the internet, text messaging or 
interactive TV is at higher than basic rates, or 

• a class of call is used for entry where the cost includes an element of paying 
for another service such as obtaining information. 

  
In determining whether free entry is being provided, it matters not that it is a third 
party (for example a telecommunications company) who receives the payment to 
enter with the promoter receiving no benefit at all. 
  
If there’s a genuine means of free entry, can an alternative non-free entry route be 
provided? 
  
Unlike the position before the 2005 Act came into force, the fact that a participant 
may choose to pay to enter will not necessarily be fatal. An arrangement will not be 
treated as “requiring” payment to participate if: 

• each individual who is eligible to participate has a choice whether to do so (a) 
by paying or (b) by “sending a communication” and 

• that communication is either by ordinary first or second class post or by some 
other method that is neither more expensive nor less convenient than 
entering via the paid route. 

  
This is a more complex area than a first reading might indicate. In determining 
whether the communication in question falls within the prescribed category, the 
principles applicable to free entry (to which reference is made above) will apply. To 
qualify as ‘free’, the alternative route must still involve payment at no more than the 
‘normal rate’ for that type of communication, since otherwise both means of entry will 
still involve payment. This means that if there exist two equally prominent and 
convenient methods of paying for entry and reliance is placed merely on the fact that 
one costs less than the other, it should be expected that the promotion will be 
classified as a lottery (even if the alternative route costs the same as, or less than, 
ordinary first or second class post). 
  
Questions will also arise whether the draw will remain lawful where, for example: 

• the choice of entry route will be publicised in such a way that it is unlikely to 
come to the attention of all those intending to participate, 
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• unequal prominence will be given to the two alternatives routes of entry, 
• a possibility of discrimination exists in prize allocation between those who will 

participate by paying and those who will participate by sending a 
communication, 

• entry via the web may not constitute a sufficient alternative route to making a 
premium rate telephone call for those who may not have ready access to the 
internet at home. 

  
The above questions will be particularly relevant in circumstances where, to stand a 
chance of winning a prize, the need for an immediate response is emphasised, for 
example where the outcome is to be determined within an hour long TV programme. 
  
What constitutes a payment to enter a prize promotion? 
  
Under the pre-existing law, a series of cases culminating in the 1981 case of Imperial 
Tobacco v A-G served to establish the principle that it was not permissible to run a 
sales promotion where a consumer needed to purchase a product or service in order 
to participate in a prize draw for no extra cost since payment in such circumstances 
constituted a payment to enter the prize draw, with the consequence that it was a 
lottery, even though the payment represented no more than the proper commercial 
price for the product or service and was not “loaded” to reflect entry into the draw. 
Those cases led to the requirement to have a genuine alternative no-purchase route 
to entry (as is still the requirement in Northern Ireland). 
  
However, in England, Scotland and Wales, the effect of the 2005 Act has been to 
fundamentally change that position. Commenting on the relevant provisions within 
the Act, the Gambling Commission has expressed the view that “draws tied to 
product promotions are not to be treated as requiring payment to enter and are not to 
be regarded as lotteries, so long as entry involves no cost beyond the cost of the 
product. Whether this is, or is not, so will be a question of fact in individual cases”. 
  
The current position is that if a consumer pays for a product or service and receives 
in addition, and as a result of that payment, an opportunity to participate in a prize 
promotion, as long as the price of the product or service does not reflect that 
opportunity, the payment will not be regarded as a payment to participate in the 
promotion. It follows that the payment must still not be “loaded” to reflect entry but 
questions will nevertheless arise whether the promotion remains lawful where, for 
example: 

• the cost of running the promotion and providing the prizes has been derived 
from the price of the product or service, 

• the cost charged for the product or service bears little relation to the cost of 
producing the product or service (or similar products and services), 

• a price rise has occurred immediately before the commencement of the 
promotion, 

• there has been a reduction in the quality or composition of the product or 
service during the promotion, 

• a condition of entry is that the participant provides confidential data about 
himself or herself by completing a lengthy questionnaire, or 

• a charge is made for a participant to discover whether a prize has been won 
or to take delivery of that prize. 

  
As the Gambling Commission has indicated, the answer to each of the above 
questions will be a question of fact in each individual case and appropriate specialist 
advice should be obtained in advance of the promotion commencing to ensure that it 
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– and those organising and advertising it – remain on the right side of the law. 
  
Can the exercise of skill in a prize competition distinguish it from a lottery or any 
other form of gambling? 
  
The starting point is that there is no danger of a prize competition being regarded as 
a lottery if there is genuinely no requirement to pay to participate. We have dealt 
above with free entry routes and allowable means of charging for entry. 
  
It is clear that the law intends that prize competitions which genuinely rely on skill, 
judgment or knowledge are permitted to operate free of any regulatory control. 
Examples are number, crossword and other word puzzles where participants have to 
solve a large number of clues and where only fully completed entries are eligible for 
a prize. By virtue of changes introduced by the 2005 Act, such competitions are 
excluded from classification as a lottery even if those who successfully complete the 
puzzle are subsequently entered into a draw to select the winner. 
  
The Gambling Commission has described as “at the other extreme” competitions that 
ask just one simple question, the answer to which is widely and commonly known by 
the general public or is blatantly obvious from the material accompanying the 
competition. It gives as examples competitions where the answer can be found easily 
on the internet or where it appears in the accompanying text or narrative or is 
obvious within a programme. 
  
However, in the case of many other types of competition it is far from clearcut 
whether sufficient skill, judgment or knowledge is involved. In all cases, a statutory 
test under the 2005 Act falls to be applied. That test is whether there is a reasonable 
expectation on the part of those organising the competition that the skill, judgment or 
knowledge requirement would either deter a significant proportion of people from 
entering or prevent a significant proportion from receiving a prize. 
  
Clients regularly call on us to advise how to structure a competition so that the 
statutory test is satisfied, including in relation to such questions as: 

• how the phrase “significant proportion” should be interpreted, 
• how that proportion should be calculated, for example to establish the 

numbers who wish to participate, against which the numbers who actually do 
so might be compared, 

• how competition organisers can demonstrate that they have a reasonable 
expectation of the type mentioned above in advance of the competition 
commencing, 

• whether it will be sufficient to show that such a reasonable expectation 
existed notwithstanding that the skill, judgment or knowledge element of the 
competition did not in fact eliminate a significant proportion either from 
entering or from winning, 

• whether the statutory test is satisfied if participants are not required to pay 
until they have given the correct answer, 

• whether apparent absence of regulatory action by the Commission against 
the organisers of comparable competitions means that all similar competitions 
are safe from enforcement action, 

• whether a competition involving guessing (which includes predicting using 
skill or judgment) the outcome of a race or other event, or the likelihood of 
something occurring or not, or whether something is true or not, constitutes 
betting, which will be unlawful without the required licence, 

• whether a skill-based competition nevertheless involves the playing of a 
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game of chance which will be unlawful gaming without the required licence 
(bearing in mind that, as defined in the 2005 Act, a game of chance includes 
a game involving elements of both chance and skill, even where the chance 
element can be eliminated by superlative skill), 

• whether multiple choice questions are permissible, and 
• what criteria should apply to the judging of a competition. 

  
All of the above are very important factors to take into account when formulating a 
skill-based competition and (pun intended) should not be left to chance. By way of 
final comment, it is vital to ensure that the terms and conditions of a prize promotion 
reflect not only the CAP Code and consumer and data protection laws but also the 
requirements of the 2005 Act.  
 
 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require advice or have any enquiry arising 
from the above. 
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